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This paper immediately went to number one on a search for “Derek Wolfe is a Hero” at Bing and Yahoo,
though Google is completely censoring it, of course.  They have been instructed to censor all my papers on all
subjects.  Which is of course absolutely illegal.  

Ex-NFL player Derek Wolfe is being sold as a hero for killing a huge mountain lion in Colorado with a
bow, but he is no hero to me.  Why?  Because his story doesn't add up.  We are told this absolutely
massive (and gorgeous) cat, seven feet long and over 200 pounds, had killed several dogs and was
living under some lady's porch.  Do you believe that?  Cats that size don't live under people's houses.
Cougars are very reclusive and they don't hunt dogs.  They only kill dogs that are hunting them.  Derek
went on Tucker Carlson today and claimed that there have been 23 attacks on humans by cougars in
Colorado since 1990.  That's only one a year, and those are attacks, not kills.  We may assume most of
those attacks were on hunters hunting them with dogs.  The others were likely rabid.  Derek admits he
had to track this cat for many miles over mountains and cliffs, so he didn't shoot it in someone's yard
while it was attacking a dog or livestock.  It was way out in the middle of nowhere when he shot it, so
the question becomes, why didn't he just leave it alone?  Do we have any proof this is the one that was
living under the lady's house?  Do we have mugshots?  Do we have pawprints?  No, this all just sounds
like a story he made up to justify his murdering this beautiful animal for sport.  I find it sickening.  I
find that picture above sickening, and I would prefer to see him in the jaws of the living animal. 

Another way this doesn't add up is that we are supposed to believe Wolfe was just in the neighborhood,
protecting local dogs and ladies.  But he wasn't.  He is a trophy hunter, as you can see by searching on
him. You will find he has previously killed an over-2,000-pound bison with his bow, a feat that was
“on his bucket list”.  Great bucket list, dude, murdering defenseless animals for sport.  He was 67 yards
away from the bison and it was standing still, so not exactly a dangerous situation.  Was he on a bison
farm?  You might as well hunt big cows, for all the sport that is.  What else is on his bucket list?
Killing the last grey wolf in Colorado?  Having a baby white rhino for breakfast?  Bagging a Siberian
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tiger and wearing its pelt to the Super Bowl?   

It would be sort of like going to a dance club, seeing a beautiful woman across the floor, and thinking
“Hey, I think I will bag her with my trusty bow, have her stuffed and mounted and preserved, and put
her in my den!  People will be so impressed! They will say, wow, dude, you must have great aim to
bring that chick down in a room that size, in dim light, with one shot.”

It reminds us of Ernest Hemingway, who, as you see, also earned his reputation as murderer of
beautiful cats, a self-obsessed Phoeney, and a bloated Pouf-tah.  Also on his bucket list was working
for the CIA and reporting on his friends for money.  



Here's another “hero”, who killed one of the last Siberian tigers in the world so that he could pose
beside its rotting corpse.  There are about 500 of those left in the entire world, most in Northern Russia.
If you have ever looked at a globe or a map, you may know Russia is huge, being 6.6 million square
miles, about twice the size of the entire US, including Alaska.  In that entire region, only 500 tigers are
left, and they are still being hunted for their pelts.  They live way out in the snowy and frozen wastes,
in thick forest, and never bother anyone.  But it doesn't matter.  That guy probably made up some story
about that cat worrying his shih-tzus.  

This urge to take trophies is one of the worst in human history.  It reminds me of a story some of you
may not know.  When the white man first came to California, he discovered the sequoia and redwood
forests now north of San Francisco.  A hunter named Augustus Dowd lucked across the largest of
these, the Discovery Tree, over 25 feet in diameter.  Loggers soon cut it down so that it could be
shipped to New York and put on display.  The same thing happened to the second largest tree in the
world, the Mother of the Forest, which “scientists”  William Lapham, George Trask, and George Gale
also killed to decorate the New York Crystal Palace.  



Yep, they actually did that.  They named her the Mother of the Forest, then murdered her.  And you
wonder why the Natives hate us.  You wonder why the Gods and Muses hate us.  The atheists say we
have never discovered a god, and it is just as well.  If we did discover one, we would murder it, stuff it,
and put it in the Smithsonian.  

Of course the reason we see more human/wildlife meetings in Colorado is that the human population of
the state has been rising very fast for decades, with humans intruding in and claiming and destroying
more wilderness every year.  These people move to Colorado to live in a more natural setting, but then
they complain when nature doesn't just get out their way.  They think their sheep and cattle and dogs
have all the rights, while bears and wolves and cougars don't have any.  This has been the American
experience from the beginning, and it is still going on: Manifest Destiny on all levels, where Europeans
claimed North America from coast to coast, as a whole and in all parts, down to the last square foot.
Any Natives or animals already living there could get out, kill themselves, or get annihilated.  We came
in and wiped out the passenger pigeons, and all but wiped out the wolves, cranes, bison, lynx, owls, and
Natives. And it continues, as many species are pushed farther up the mountains and closer to
extinction.  From the mainstream reporting on this story, you would think cougars in Colorado are like
deer or coyotes: overpopulated and in everyone's gardens and toolsheds.  But they aren't.  The human
population of Colorado is 5.7 million and growing.  The cougar population is unknown, but may be as
little as 3,000.  Yes, you read that right. 3,000 in the whole state, over 104,000 square miles. One
cougar every 35 square miles.  So we outnumber cougars in Colorado almost 2,000 to one.  And now



there is one less, thanks to fake-hero Derek Wolfe, who just snuffed one of the top breeding males in
the state, seriously hurting the DNA stock.  From the size of its head, we can tell that is one the largest
males, and—as with lions—the largest males do the most breeding.  That is the method nature uses to
keep the cougars as big and healthy as possible.  It is why you never cull the largest males in any stock,
from fish to cattle.  Derek is pretending to be a farm boy, so he should know that.  It is exactly why
trophy hunting is so obscene: it culls the top specimens, weakening the entire field.  It would be like
shooting all the fastest race horses or all the tallest NBA players for sport. 

With only 3,000 cougars in the whole state, why would Colorado even have a hunting season on them?
Does that make any sense?  One cougar every 35 square miles and you allow people to hunt them for
sport?  Does Colorado also have a hunting season for whooping cranes?  C'mon, this is a travesty and it
is increasing difficult to believe people are still cheering stories like this in 2023.  If you don't look at
those photos above and get a bit sick to your stomach, there is really something wrong with you.  You
may need to look into it.  

Tucker has claimed to be a big animal lover, so what is wrong with him?  Does he really think that
photo under title looks heroic?    

 


